Abstract-The health management of complex equipment is crucial to ensure the reliability, maintainability and safety of complex equipment. This paper introduces the basic concept and research connotation of prognostics and health management (PHM), analyzes the significance of PHM technology in equipment maintenance. For the fault prediction architecture and method, this paper focuses on the discussion, analysis, and summarizes the current research's hot spots and existing technical difficulties. Finally, the future research directions are also prospected.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of modern technologies, especially information technologies, the complexity, integration, and intelligence of a large number of complex systems are constantly increasing, and the costs of research, production, and especially maintenance and protection are increasing. At the same time, due to the increase of components and influence factors, the probability of failure and function failure gradually increases. Therefore, the fault diagnosis and maintenance of complex systems gradually become the focus of researchers. PHM [1] [2] is gaining more and more attention.
The concept of PHM first appeared in military equipment, obtained applications in complex systems and equipment such as spacecraft, aircraft and nuclear reactors. With the continuous development of PHM technology, PHM has been gradually focused by many industrial fields in electronics, automobile, ships, the safety of engineering structures and other applications are also increasing [3] [4] [5] . The PHM is a further extension of the build-in test (BIT) and state's health monitoring capabilities used for complex systems. It is a shift from state monitoring to health management, to identify and manage the occurrence of faults, planning maintenance and supply assurance. The main purpose is to reduce the maintenance costs, improve equipment system security and tasks' success, achieve condition-based maintenance [6] (CBM) and autonomous protection with less maintenance inputs.
II. CONNOTATION OF PHM

A. The Basic Concept of PHM
PHM contains two aspects, fault prognostics and health management. Health refers to the performance's degradation or deviation compared with the expected normal performance state. Failure prognostics refers to the prediction based on the current or historical performance state of the system, diagnose its function, including determining the remaining life of the system or the length of time it is expected to work; Health management is a ability to make appropriate decisions, based on diagnostic, prognostic information, available maintenance resources and usage requirements.
PHM represents a shift in approach, in maintenance strategy and conceptual, that enables a shift from traditional sensorbased diagnostics to prognostics based on intelligent systems, to provide accurate technical support at the right time. PHM technology also makes after-hours maintenance or regular maintenance strategies are replaced by the situation of maintenance. This change can bring the following improvements to the actual equipment protection [7] :
 Provide senior alarm of system failure.  Provide condition-based maintenance ability.  Improve the availability of the system through maintenance cycle extension.  Reduce the cost of full life cycle by reducing inspection cost and failure time.  Reduce the occurrence of intermittent and no fault founds (NFF).
B. Connotation of PHM
In system function [8] , PHM can achieve state monitoring, fault detection, failure prediction, the remaining life prognostics of key components or system; It is a combination of multiple frontiers and Interdisciplinary. In the evolution of technology, it is the improvement of traditional equipment condition monitoring and fault diagnosis, emphasizing the discovery of equipment failure before the failure of early signs, tracking the development of fault symptoms while assessing the remaining useful life of the equipment, providing decision's support for the maintenance of the equipment ultimately.
The health degradation process of a device is a process in which the device's health status changes from normal to degressive until the function fails. Equipment health degradation process is shown in [9] [10] In view of the above typical equipment health degradation process, the fault system should have early fault detection capabilities, and monitor its degradation process. Fault prognostics research includes the following aspects:
 [11] . Most fault diagnosis and fault prognostic tools have domain-related features [12] [13] . The PHM technical system framework is shown in Fig. 2 . The method system of PHM technology is shown in Fig.3 . Firstly, evaluating the virtual life; Through the input of design data, expected life cycle operating conditions, failure modes and failure impact analysis (FMMEA) and physics-of-failure (PoFs) models, etc., to achieve reliability (or virtual life) evaluation.
FMECA is of great significance in the selection of design schemes, objective evaluation of relevant measures (such as unnecessary measures) and testing equipment, and at the same time. In order to apply it to the design of fault prognostics and state management, the following parts should be added to the traditional FMEA: the signs and symptoms before the failure mode occurs; the signs that the product or function may have been severely damaged; the signs of the failure mode are observed or the location of sensors; fault detection methods and fault prognostic methods [15] .
During FMECA analysis, when analyzing the cause of fault, it is also necessary to analyze the potential source of fault in depth, emphasizing the relationship between other products or external factors in the state of each other. If FMEA analysis table further analyzes the "root cause of the fault" for the cause of the fault, it firstly analyzes the root fault mode, and identifies external manifestation of the root cause, and its functional impact on the subsystem or equipment. If there is no problem (such as temperature, degree of vacuum, normal pressure, etc.) through the detection or monitor, then it is no longer necessary to take the FMEA analysis for the root cause of fault. By performing a virtual life assessment, the major failure modes and failure mechanisms to be prioritized can be determined. Existing sensor data, monitoring data, maintenance and inspection records can also be used to identify abnormal conditions and parameters. In the entire methodological system, prediction is the core method and research content to achieve system performance degradation status and remaining life prediction.
B. Fault prognostic model design of PHM
PHM is a new system maintenance and management philosophy that significantly improves the understanding of the behavior of complex systems through comprehensive fault detection, isolation and prognostic and state management [16] . At the same time, information on key components is also collected and processed to prognostic the remaining useful life. The realization of fault prognostics mainly depends on the model design. In view of the complicated system of PHM, it is urgent to develop and design a general prognostic framework to select and integrate the appropriate methods of diagnosis and prediction. Improve the utilization of information, and achieve multi-angle and multi-parameter prognostic, improve the level of diagnosis and prognostics [17] .
In order to accurately predict a fault before it occurs, it is necessary to capture the symptom of the fault by monitoring the change of the system state parameter. For a slowly changing fault, before the near failure occurs, the rate of change of the system state parameter usually increases sharply. Therefore, it is the key to successfully predicting failures by reasonably determining the critical point of state change that is about to occur.
First, based on the results of signal analysis, the analysis of the root cause of the failure, and the extension of FMECA results, the correlation equations between the model parameters i  (describe the overall state of the system) and the physical parameters set to the value at the performance of the system suddenly begins to change drastically.
Observe the value of P  in real time, according to the changes of P  (whether exceed the critical value), as well as changes in the physical parameters, the corresponding relationship between the decision-making, to determine whether the failure will occur. Finally, the use of statistical decisions or hypothesis testing, fault separation, to determine the impending failure causes, size and type [19] . In addition, after the fault symptoms have been identified, fault trends should be analyzed to quantify the time since the device state was abruptly changed to the time when fault to occur. Fault trends are closely related to the material properties, design, and structural characteristics of the equipment or component. So the speed and trend of fault development can be described by computer simulation. The relationship between the remaining life of the system and the running status and running time can finally be expressed in the form of a three-dimensional surface. Fault prognostics output characteristic surface simulate as Fig. 4 . The x-axis represents time, the y-axis represents P  that reflects the working status, and the z-axis represents the remaining life of the part or system. This figure can intuitively and accurately represent the remaining life of any part or system that corresponds to any operating state and any operating time point. 
IV. ALGORITHM OF FAULT PROGNOSTIC
According to the theories, methods and technical routes applied in the actual research, the fault prognostics technology can be divided into three types [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] : As shown in Fig. 5 
below: The prognostic techniques are divided into three categories: (1) model-driven fault prognostics techniques; (2) data-driven fault prognostics techniques; (3) fault prognostics techniques based on statistical reliability (probability-based);
The three methods in the engineering application of the extensive weakened in order, but the prognostics accuracy risen, the difficulty and cost associated with it also increased [26] [27] [28] . The following is a brief introduction to all kinds of forecasting methods. 
A. Model-driven Fault Pragnostics Techniques
Model-driven fault prognostic is a technique using either a dynamic model or process prognostics method. Physical model approach, Kalman/Extended Kalman filter/particle filter and expert-based methods can be classified in Model-driven fault prognostics [26] . Modelbased fault prognostics techniques generally require the mathematical models of the object system to be known.
Such methods provide a means of grasping the failure mode process of the component or system being predicted. By calculating the functional impairment under system operating conditions, to assess the loss of critical components and to assess the cumulative effects of failures in the use of the
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components over the life, to evaluate the remaining useful life by integrating physical models with stochastic process modeling distribution. Model-based fault prognostics techniques have the property of being able to penetrate the nature of the object system and the advantages of real-time.
Adams [29] put forward the damage accumulation model of the first/second order nonlinear differential equation in the structural dynamic system. Chelidze [30] expressed the model of the performance degradation in the slow process; the process corresponds with time-varying. The model is used to track battery degradation (voltage). In [31] , a non-linear stochastic model is proposed to model the mechanical structure. The model uses the generalized Kalman filter to estimate the current fault condition of the system in real time and predict the remaining life of the system. The literature [32] [33] introduced estimating the residual life by estimating the two defect propagation models for a bearing-loaded mechanical model. Luo [34] proposed a data-based synthetic forecasting process using model-based simulation data under nominal and degraded conditions.
At present, most of the model-based methods are used in electromechanical systems such as aircraft and rotating machinery. For complex electronic systems, because of failure mechanisms are relatively complicated, so the modeling of fault prognostic lags behind.
B. Data-driven Fault Pragnostics Techniques
Compared with regression analysis and time series analysis [36] in the traditional statistical category, neural network is one of the most used methods in fault prognostic methods and applications. Unlike the modelbased methods, neural networks are based on data-driven approaches that allow data to be self-adaptive can learn from samples, and try to capture intrinsic functional relationships between sample data. Zhang and Ganesan [35] applied a self-organizing neural network to multivariate trend forecasting and applied to the prognostic of the remaining life of the bearing system. Reference [36] used recurrent neural networks (RNN) to predict system fault trends. And as the research progresses, many improved or special forms of neural network algorithms have emerged, such as wavelet neural networks (WNN), fuzzy neural networks (FNN), etc. These improved neural network algorithms have also achieved good results in fault diagnosis and prognostic.
The data-driven fault prognostic technology does not need the prior knowledge (mathematical model and expert experience) of the object system, and based on the collected data, the hidden information can be obtained through various data analysis and processing methods to prognosticate the operation. Thus, The shortcomings of the model and knowledge-based fault prognostics technology have become a more practical fault prognostics method. However, typical data (historical work data, fault injection data, and simulation experiment data) for some of the key devices in practice are usually very expensive to obtain; And even they are often highly uncertain and incompleteness, these problems all increase the difficulty of realizing the fault prognostic technology.
C. Fault Pragnostics Techniques Based on Statistical
Reliability This method requires less detail than model-based methods, because the information needed for the prognostic is contained in a series of different probability density functions (PDFs), without the need for dynamic differential equations. The advantage of this approach is that the required PDF can be obtained by analyzing the statistics, and the resulting PDF can provide sufficient support for the prognostic. In addition, the prognostic given by this method contains the confidence level, which can also well characterize the prognostic result.
The typical fault probability curve based on statistical reliability is the famous "bathtub curve", as shown in Fig 1. That is, the failure rate is relatively high at the beginning of the operation of the equipment or system. After a period of stable operation, the failure rate can generally be maintained at a relatively low level, and then, after a period of operation, the failure rate starts to increase again, until all parts or equipment have failed. Equipment production characteristics, historical changes, performance degradation and other life-cycle factors make the fault prognostic based on system characteristics more complicated. All of these factors will have a certain probability impact on the prognostic results. Also need to consider reducing fault prognostic false alarm rate.
D. The Comparison of Fault Prognostic Algorithm
Through the literature to research, the commonly used prognostic algorithms are summarized, as shown in 
V. CONCLUSION
At present, China's national science and technology industry has a strong demand for PHM technology. Drawing on and absorbing foreign advanced experience, the study of PHM key technologies can provide the basic technical reserve for the development of a new generation of weapons and equipment in our country, lay the foundation for engineering application and better promote the rapid development of China's national industry. There are following five aspects should be hard work.
The process of fault prediction is often uncertain. Up to now, there is no general complex system in China. It is of great significance to our national defense industry and economic development. This paper summarizes the basic concepts, research connotation and basic research status of PHM by drawing from foreign advanced experience and deeply studying the key technologies of PHM. It mainly summarizes the main methods of PHM architecture and fault prognostic. Improve the specific technology, used in system development, will be the next major direction of research.
